THE ŠKODA

KAROQ

READY FOR ANYTHING.
YEP, EVEN THAT.
You never know what might be around the next bend,
but in the ŠKODA KAROQ, you’ll be more than ready for
it. That’s because it’s packed with state-of-the-art tech
and safety systems. Beautiful to look at and even more
beautiful to drive, KAROQ is the embodiment of our
design philosophy. This compact SUV’s game for
any adventure.
KAROQ can take you from weekday to weekend in
head-turning style. But the real question is, where will
you take it?
That’s Simply Clever. That’s ŠKODA.
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EXTERIOR DESIGN
FORM FOLLOWS FUN

SIDE VIEW
The sideshow that steals
the show. With angular
wheel arches and
protective sill covers,
there’s no mistaking the
KAROQ for anything but
an SUV.

Inspired by Czech crystal, our SUV is the epitome of refinement.
But don’t be fooled, the KAROQ also has an appreciation for the
great outdoors.

Exterior Design

REAR VIEW
Prepare for some backwards
glances. Cat's eye reflectors
in the bumper and the iconic
wedged- shaped rear lights
work to help illuminate
KAROQ’s lines.

FRONT VIEW
One look at the distinctive ŠKODA grille and you know this SUV means business. Its fog
lamps and sharply cut headlamps help light the way when you’re off-roading.
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INTERIOR DESIGN
A UNIVERSE THAT REVOLVES AROUND YOU

Optional Premium, Tech and Travel Packages shown.

Interior Design

The KAROQ’s interior was designed around one thing and one thing only – you.
The love child of smarts and style, it’s packed with intuitive tech. The interior has
everything you need – and it’s all right in front of you.
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LIGHT DESIGN
OUR BEST AND BRIGHTEST

Light Design

Every aspect of the KAROQ has been thoughtfully
designed, including the exterior lights. The optional
Premium Package comes with a complete LED system,
which you could say is a very bright idea.

WELCOME LOGO
Standard with the KAROQ,
LEDs located on the underside
of the front doors create the
ŠKODA logo, illuminating the
entry area.

FULL LED HEADLAMPS
WITH ADAPTIVE FRONTLIGHT
SYSTEM AND FOG LAMPS
Two types of headlamps and fog
lamps are available for the KAROQ.
The LED headlamps (included in the
optional premium pack) offer
high-performance and high energy
efficiency. The AFS (Adaptive
Frontlight System) adjusts the
lighting intensity to specific
conditions (e.g. city, motorway or
driving in the rain), while the main
headlamps boast an eye-catching
integrated strip of LED daytime
running lights. Under poor light
conditions the LED fog lamps come
into their own, to make you safer.
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SIMPLY CLEVER
PACK MORE IN
Inside you’ll find a place for everything – phones, glasses, drinks,
snacks. Were there any reason at all to do so, you could even bring
the kitchen sink.
HOOKS
You’ll be hooked as soon
as you use them.
Whether it’s a shopping
trip or a trip away, these
handy hooks are great for
hanging bags from and
creating more space.

JUMBO BOX
The spacious storage compartment is
housed in the front armrest. It is fitted out
with an Easy Open function, coin holder
and two drinks holders.

Simply Clever

CARGO ELEMENTS
To avoid any undesired
movement of luggage
while driving, these two
plastic cargo elements
with a Velcro fastener are
ideal. They can be stowed
away in the compartments
behind the rear wheel
arches when not in use.
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HANDS-FREE ACCESS
We’ve made getting into the back of this SUV a whole
lot easier, with the optional Tech Pack, you can open the
KAROQ's boot by swiping your foot underneath the rear
bumper – convenient for when your hands are tied with
loads of shoppingΔ

VIRTUAL PEDAL ∆
Now this is virtually magic, swipe your
foot underneath the boot and, hey presto,
it opens or closes automatically.

Simply Clever

ELECTRICALLY CONTROLLED
TAILGATE~
It opens and closes at the touch a button.
There is a button on the remote control
and in the driver's door, especially handy
in nasty weather.

∆Available with optional Tech Pack.
~Available with optional Premium Pack.
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LIKE YOGA FOR CAR SEATS

The VarioFlex rear seating system is comprised of the three back seats.
Each one can be folded down or removed completely independently,
giving you plenty of flexibility. With all three folded down you get a
luggage capacity of 1,605 litres. Take them out and you’ll have a
whopping 1,810 litres, that’ll fit around 67 yoga mats (we think).

VARIOFLEX OPTION
Need to fit two passengers
and, say, a Grecian statue
in the back? Fold down a
single backrest.

VARIOFLEX OPTION
One of many seating
options is to fold down
the outer rear seats.

VARIOFLEX OPTION
One passenger, two
Grecian statues? Fold
down one outer and the
middle rear seat.

VARIOFLEX OPTION
Need extra space? You can
easily remove one or two
rear seats completely, no
tools required.

Luggage Space

LUGGAGE SPACE
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COMFORT
Because we know our drivers, you don’t need to look hard for those
touches that make for a more enjoyable, safer drive. In the KAROQ,
they’re all around you. It can remember your personal settings
ensuring you’ll feel instantly at home behind the wheel.

Comfort

DRIVER SEAT WITH BUILT-IN MEMORY†
The electrically-adjustable driver seat with built-in memory can store
three different seat and side mirror positions.

Overseas model shown,
local specification may vary.

KESSY
KESSY (Keyless Entry,
Start/Stop and
locking system)
features a Start/Stop
button on the steering
column for keyless
ignition and switching
off the engine.

PERSONALISATION OPTIONS∆
The infotainment system allows different drivers to
save their own individual preferences for things like
driving mode, driver seat position and temperature. A
personalised car comes with three keys. When a key is
used to unlock the car, the functions are automatically
adjusted to that driver’s saved settings.

∆Available with optional Tech Pack.
†Available with optional Travel Pack.
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PERFORMANCE
The turbo engine offers a triple threat of modern, dynamic
and economical. Win. Win. And, you guessed it, win.

TRANSMISSION
The KAROQ is equipped with
automatic 7-speed DSG (Direct
Shift Gearbox).

Performance

PETROL ENGINES
The 4-cylinder 110 kW engine comes
with ACT (Active Cylinder management
Technology). This system disconnects
2 cylinders when not needed, considerably
reducing fuel consumption.
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SAFETY
PROTECT YOUR PRECIOUS CARGO

LANE ASSIST◊
Lane assist, available with the optional Travel
Pack, always keeps you on the right track.
Using a camera positioned within the
rear-view mirror unit, it actively recognises
lane markings and takes corrective action by
steering you back on course.

The KAROQ comes with safety in spades. A wide range of
safety features in the KAROQ will assist in keeping you and
your passengers safe.

Safety

PARK ASSIST◊
Minimise the hassle of parking in
tight spots with Park Assist.
Available with the optional Tech
Pack, at the press of a button, the
system will begin searching for a
parking spot in a row of parallel or
perpendicularly parked vehicles. The
car will steer itself into the space
while the driver controls the pedals.

◊Safety technologies are designed to assist
the driver, but should not be used as a
substitute for safe driving practices.
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ADAPTIVE CRUISE CONTROL◊
Never get too close for comfort. This system maintains a safe
distance from vehicles in front of you, in addition to its basic cruise
control function.

BLIND SPOT DETECT◊
Blind Spot Detect (available with optional Travel Pack) monitors the hidden
areas behind and beside the car. Based on the distance and speed of the
surrounding vehicles, it decides whether or not it should warn the driver.

◊Safety technologies are designed to assist the driver, but should not be used as a substitute for safe driving practices.

Safety

REAR TRAFFIC ALERT◊
Back out without backing into anything. Rear Traffic Alert, available with the
optional Travel Pack, helps you reverse safely from a parking space during
poor visibility. It can even hit the brakes if it detects imminent danger.
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SEVEN AIRBAGS
A FEATURE WE HOPE YOU’LL NEVER SEE
Your safety is our number one priority. In extreme
situations, when the driver cannot actively influence the
outcome, the car’s passive safety elements take over like the airbags.

Overseas model shown for
illustrative purposes only.

Safety

FRONT AIRBAGS
The driver airbag is enclosed in the steering
wheel and the passenger airbag is located in
the dashboard.
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FRONT SIDE AIRBAGS
Designed to protect front and rear
occupants against serious head
injury. The pelvis and chest of the
driver and other passengers in the
event of a side collision.

Safety

HEAD AIRBAGS
Upon activation, head airbags create
a wall designed to protect front and rear
occupants against serious head injury.
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CONNECTIVITY
YOU’LL BE EASILY ENTERTAINED BY
THE KAROQ.
KAROQ is packed with the technology options that can make
everyday journeys easier and more enjoyable. Smarts inside mean
that it can seamlessly sync with your external devices. Better still,
your kids will never get bored on a journey.

Connectivity

SMARTLINK^^ WITH APPLE
CARPLAY® AND ANDROID AUTO™
Your car and smartphone are now in
perfect sync. The SmartLink
system delivers a seamless
connection between your car and
selected apps from your
smartphone using, Apple CarPlay®
and Android Auto™ interfaces.
Whether you want to select and
listen to music on your smartphone
or receive turn-by-turn directions,
selected apps are mirrored and can
be controlled via the KAROQ’s
infotainment unit.

^^SmartLink is compatible for selected apps
with the latest smartphone versions of iOS
and Android, active data service, and
connection cable (sold separately).
∆Available with optional Tech Pack.

CANTON SOUND SYSTEM ∆
The Canton Sound System has ten
speakers, including a speaker in the
dashboard and subwoofer in the luggage
compartment, so you can enjoy
crystal-clear sound. The total power
output is 575 Watts.

COLUMBUS∆
The Columbus navigation system features a 9.2" display and 3D view. The device
offers not only comfortable touch control, but also gesture control, which uses
the proximity sensor to let the touchscreen know when a hand is moving toward
it, bringing up the menu. The Columbus navigation also comes standard with
features such as Bluetooth® and SmartLink smartphone connectivity.
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Connectivity

Optional 19” CRATER wheel shown.
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CUSTOMISATION
UPHOLSTERY
Fabric Black (Standard)

Suedia Leather appointed seat upholstery°~

Black Leather appointed seat upholstery°†

Ivory Leather appointed seat upholstery°†

WHEELS

Customisation

17" TRITON alloy wheels (Standard)

18” BRAGA alloy wheels~

0Leather appointed seat upholstery have a combination of genuine and artificial leather, but are not wholly leather.
†
Available with optional Travel Pack. ~Available with optional Premium Pack.

19" Crater wheel (optional extra)
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CANDY WHITE

STEEL GREY

ENERGY BLUE

MOON WHITE METALLIC

QUARTZ GREY METALLIC

VELVET RED METALLIC

BRILLIANT SILVER METALLIC

MAGIC BLACK PEARL

EMERALD GREEN METALLIC

Please note that metallic and pearl effect paint are optional at extra cost. The print process does not allow for exact reproduction of the exterior or the upholstery colours. Please contact your ŠKODA
Dealer for further information on colours and upholstery combinations.

Customisation

COLOURS
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MODEL
EQUIPMENT

KAROQ

SAFETY AND SECURITY
Front Assist with City Emergency Brake◊

•

Electronic Stability Control (ESC) (incl. Hill Hold Control)

•

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)

•

Anti-slip Regulation (ASR)

•

Electronic Differential Lock (EDL)

•

Hydraulic Brake Assist (HBA)

•

Driver Steering Recommendation (DSR)

•

Rain Braking System (RBS)

•

Multi-collision Braking (MKB)

•

Manoeuvre Braking Assist◊ - Rear parking sensors with automatic braking

•

Rear View Camera◊

•

7 Airbags:

•

- Driver and front passenger airbags

•

- Driver and front passenger side airbags

•

- Curtain airbags - front and rear

•

- Driver's knee airbag

•

Emergency fuel supply cut-off

•

Automatic flashing brake lights activated in emergency braking situation

•

Electric engine immobiliser

•

Tyre pressure monitoring system

•

Driver Fatigue Detection◊

•

Height-adjustable front three-point seat belts with pretensioners

•

Height-adjustable front headrests with WOKS (whiplash optimised head restraints)

•

ISOfix child seat anchorage points, outer rear seats

•

Rear LED fog light

•

LED brake lights

•

Light Assist (Coming Home, Leaving Home, Tunnel Light, Day Light)

•

Rain Sensor

•

Halogen headlights and LED daytime running lights

•

Alarm with interior monitoring, back-up siren, inclination sensor and SAFE system

•

Activation of warning lights on impact

•

• Standard

Technical Specifications

◊Safety technologies are designed to assist the driver, but should not be used as a substitute for safe driving practices.
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MODEL
EQUIPMENT

KAROQ

FUNCTION AND STORAGE
Virtual cockpit

•

Electric park brake with Auto Hold function

•

3-spoke multifunctional flat-bottom, chrome-decorated leather steering wheel, radio and telephone controls, height and reach adjustable

•

Multi-function trip computer with high resolution colour display including trip time, trip length, average and current speed, average and current fuel consumption, distance until empty,
oil temperature and outside temperature indicator, vehicle status, audio and telephone

•

Illuminated and air conditioned glove box with holder for pencil, card, coins and SD card

•

Waste bin in door panel

•

Ticket holder on A pillar

•

Textile floor mats

•

Double-sided mat in luggage compartment

•

12V socket in luggage compartment

•

Central console with storage box, cup holder and 12V socket

•

2 Tablet Holders for rear seat passengers

•

Front cup holders with base grip bottle opener (Easy Open)

•

Front armrest with storage compartment (Jumbo-box)

•

Sunglasses holder (not fitted with glass panoramic roof)

•

1.5L Bottle storage compartment in front and rear door panelling

•

Storage compartment on left and right rear wheel arch

•

Storage pocket under steering wheel

•

Storage pockets on back rests of front seats

•

Front and rear Aero wipers with wash/wipe function

•

Preparation for Tow Bar

•

Space Saving Spare Wheel

•

Cargo Elements - Plastic mounts with a Velcro fastener to secure objects in boot

•

Net program (3 nets)

•

2 hooks in luggage compartment

•

Foldable rear backrest and seat (in a 40/20/40 split ratio)

•

VarioFlex - flexible seats (for rear bench)

•

Umbrella

•

Technical Specifications

• Standard
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MODEL
EQUIPMENT

KAROQ

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE
8" Bolero high resolution infotainment system with SmartLink^^ smartphone connectivity, with Apple CarPlay® and Android Auto™, Bluetooth® with voice control, audio and streaming, USB and
SD card slot

•

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)◊

•

Advanced Keyless Entry including Smart Start (KESSY)

•

Climatronic – dual-zone air conditioning with electronic regulation, combifilter, allergen filter, Air Care, automatic air recirculation and humidity sensor

•

Front and rear LED reading lights

•

Illuminated make-up mirrors in sunblinds (with LED lighting)

•

Automatically dimming rear view mirror

•

LED door welcome light with ŠKODA logo

•

LED floor illumination in front and rear

•

Height-adjustable driver seat with lumbar support

•

Height-adjustable passenger seat with lumbar support

•

Clothes Hooks on ''B'' pillars

•

Electric panoramic sunroof – two piece

○

Privacy Glass

•

Integrated LED torch in the luggage compartment

•

DESIGN
Fabric appointed seat upholstery

•

LED Interior Ambient lighting

•

Integrated LED indicators in side mirrors

•

Chrome plated radiator grille frame

•

Chrome plated window frames

•

Rear number plate LED lights

•

Silver roof rails

•

Rough road package

•

Triton alloy wheels 7J×17''

•

Crater alloy wheels 8J×19''

○

• Standard ○ Option

Technical Specifications

^^SmartLink is compatible for selected apps with the latest smartphone versions of iOS and Android, active data service, and connection cable (sold separately).
◊Safety technologies are designed to assist the driver, but should not be used as a substitute for safe driving practices.
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MODEL
EQUIPMENT

KAROQ

OPTIONAL PACKAGES
PREMIUM PACK
Full LED headlamps with AFS (Adaptive Frontlight system)

P

Suedia appointed seat upholsteryo

P

Front Parking Sensors◊

P

Electric Tailgate opening and closing

P

Stainless steel pedal set

P

Braga alloy wheels 7J×18''

P

TECH PACK
9.2" glass design touch screen Columbus satellite navigation system with Gesture Control

P

Driving Mode Selection

P

Premium German Sound System CANTON (10 speakers)

P

DAB+ (Digital Audio Broadcasting)

P

Wireless charging

P

Virtual pedal – Hands-Free Electric Tailgate opening and closing

P

Automatic Parking Assist◊ – Parking lengthwise and at right angles to the road

P

Personalisation (vehicle setup) via Key (3 keys)

P

TRAVEL PACK
Electrically adjustable driver seat with memory function

P

Leather appointed seat upholstery° (black or ivory)

P

Automatically foldable door mirrors with auto dimming, memory function and LED environment lights

P

Heated front seats

P

Lane Assist◊

P

Blind Spot Detection◊

P

Traffic Jam Assist◊

P

Emergency Assist◊

P

Rear Traffic Alert◊

P

P Included in the Package

Technical Specifications

◊Safety technologies are designed to assist the driver, but should not be used as a substitute for safe driving practices.
º Leather appointed seat upholstery have a combination of genuine and artificial leather, but are not wholly leather.
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TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

KAROQ 1.5 TSI Auto

PERFORMANCE/CONSUMPTION
ENGINE
Cylinders/Displacement (cm3)

4/1498

Max. engine performance/revs (kW at rpm)

110/5000-6000

Max. torque/revs (Nm at rpm)

250/1500–3500

Fuel quality

Unleaded Petrol min RON 95

PERFORMANCE ‡
Maximum speed (km/h)

203

Acceleration 0-100 km/h (s)

8.6

FUEL CONSUMPTION #
- combined

5.8

- urban

7.0

- extra urban

5.2

CO 2 EMISSIONS
- combined

133

TRANSMISSION
Driven wheels

Front-wheel drive

Clutch

Two coaxial dry multiple-disk clutch, electro-hydraulically operated

Transmission

Automatic 7-speed DSG, with Tiptronic manual gear changing

WEIGHT
Tare Mass (kg)

1353

Max. roof load (kg)

75

Max. trailer load w/o brakes

690

Max. trailer load with brakes (kg)

1500

Max. downball weight (kg)

75

BODY
Drag coefficient Cd

0.347

Technical Specifications

CHASSIS
Front axle

MacPherson suspension with lower triangular links and torsion stabiliser

Rear axle

Compound link crank-axle

Braking system

Hydraulic dual-diagonal circuit braking system vacuum assisted with Dual Rate system

Brake - front

Disc brakes with inner cooling, with single/piston floating calliper

Brake - rear

Disc brakes

Steering system

Direct rack-and-pinion steering with electro-mechanic power steering

Wheels

7.0Jx17" ET45

Tyres

215/55 R17

#Fuel consumption figures according to Australia Design Rule (ADR) 81/02 derived from laboratory testing. Factors including but not limited to driving style, road and traffic conditions, environmental influences, vehicle condition, and accessories fitted,
will in practice in the real world lead to figures, which generally differ, from those advertised. Advertised figures are meant for comparison amongst vehicles only.
‡Please note figures are sourced from overseas data where equipment levels by model variant may vary.
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TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

PERFORMANCE/CONSUMPTION
TANK CAPACITY (L)

KAROQ 1.5 TSI Auto

50

OUTSIDE DIMENSIONS
Length (mm)

4382

Width (mm)

1841

Height (mm)

1603

Wheelbase (mm)

2638

Running clearance (mm)

172

Track front/rear (mm)

1576/1541

INSIDE DIMENSIONS
Width - front /rear

1486/1451

Headroom - front /rear

1022/993

OUTSIDE DIMENSIONS
Storage capacity (rear seats upright)

479-588*

Storage capacity with rear seats folded down,
up to the roof

1605

Storage capacity with rear seats removed

1810

KAROQ DIMENSIONS

Technical Specifications

*The capacity depends on the position of the backrests and rear seats.
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WELCOME TO CARE-FREE OWNERSHIP
ŠKODA Care is about making sure that same level of attention to detail remains long after you’ve made your purchase, making owning a ŠKODA as fantastic as buying one.

ŠKODA Service Pricing
Every Calendar Year

Care-free Ownership

After getting behind the wheel of a ŠKODA, it’s not hard to see
why they’re so beloved by their owners. Quite simply, ŠKODA
vehicles are made to be driven and we want to keep your journey
a long and happy one. And the way it works is simple. ŠKODA
Australia provides a 5 Year/Unlimited Kilometre Warranty^ on all
new vehicles. Every new ŠKODA vehicle includes one year
ŠKODA Assist± (Roadside Assistance), from the warranty start
date. The roadside assistance will subsequently be renewed on an
annual basis for the second, third, fourth and fifth years, if the
vehicle is returned to an authorised ŠKODA dealer for scheduled
maintenance (as per the ŠKODA service program) up to a
maximum of five years.

Buying a car is one thing, but owning a car is something else
entirely. We’re sure you’ll want to know the costs of any service
before you book it in. The cogs in our heads have been turning
and we’ve come up with a solution we think is pretty clever. Our
handy online service calculator can help you find the cost of your
next service, scheduled to occur every 12 months/15,000 kms
(whichever occurs first)*. No hidden expenses, no nasty surprises.

Service Packs

Why worry about handling the payment of your services on an
ad-hoc basis when you already know you need to get them
annually? Conveniently, you can save time by pre-paying your
servicing with a 3 Year/45 000km (whichever occurs first) or a
5 year/75 000km (whichever occurs first) ŠKODA Service Pack†
at any of our ŠKODA dealers. That way you can simply book a
service time that suits you, and the costs are already covered.
Your car, serviced at your convenience.

Genuine Parts

You don’t have to be a genius (AKA a ŠKODA technician) to
know that non-genuine parts aren’t as good as using genuine
ones. Our philosophy towards fixing your car is simple; the parts
we use are identical to the parts used in the production of your
car originally. Genuinely. And with a nationwide, two year,
unlimited kilometre warranty on all genuine parts, peace of mind
comes easily too. Exclusions apply, please visit skoda.com.au.

^Conditions and exclusions apply, see www.skoda.com.au/owners/warranty. Your rights under this warranty are provided in addition to, and in some cases overlap with, consumer guarantees under the Australian Consumer Law and do not limit or replace them.
±ŠKODA Assist (roadside assistance) is provided by AWP Australia Pty Ltd ABN 52 097 227 177 trading as Allianz Global Assistance, under an arrangement with Volkswagen Group Australia Pty Limited ABN 14 093 117 876. Conditions and exclusions apply, see
www.skoda.com.au/owners/roadside-assistance. *ŠKODA Service Pricing applies to the first 6 standard scheduled services of your vehicle which are scheduled to occur at every 15,000 km/12 month interval (whichever occurs first). On or before 31 December each
year, ŠKODA will publish the maximum price for a specified Scheduled Service that will be applicable from, and remain fixed for, the following calendar year only. For details on pricing, items not included in the Service Price and for full terms and conditions please see
www.skoda.com.au/skoda-care/service-pricing. †ŠKODA Service Pack are available at ŠKODA Dealers for all models and covers standard items as contained in each scheduled service interval only. Discount structure varies by model. For details of what is not included
in a scheduled service, please refer to the program terms and conditions available here: www.skoda.com.au/skoda-care.
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REMOVE ANY DOUBT WITH
ŠKODA CHOICE.
ŠKODA Choice± is a flexible finance program that allows you to guarantee your vehicle’s minimum future value± at the time of purchase,

Step 1

giving you peace of mind knowing the value of your ŠKODA is secured.

✔

Freedom to tailor your contract term and kilometre allowance to suit your lifestyle.

✔

Fixed interest rate for the life of your Loan with no account keeping fees.

Choose your favourite ŠKODA model.

✔

Choose your preferred term from between 12
and 48 months, along with an annual km allowance
At the end of your ŠKODA Choice contract you can select from three simply clever options – trade-in, retain or return. and repayment options that suit your lifestyle.

✔

Opportunity to upgrade your ŠKODA more often, enjoying the latest model with the best innovations and technology.

Step 2

Step 3

At the end of your chosen term, select from
one of the three end of term options:

Step 1

Choose your favourite ŠKODA model.

Step 2

Choose your preferred term from between 12
and 48 months, along with an annual km allowance
and repayment options that suit your lifestyle.

Step 3

At the end of your chosen term, select from
one of the three end of term options:

Trade in
If you wish to trade-in your
ŠKODA for a new vehicle,
all you need to do is return
it to the dealership. If the
trade-in value is higher
For
more
information on
than
the Guaranteed
Future Value±, you can use
this equity towards your
new vehicle.

Retain

Return

Trade in

Retain

Return

If you wish to trade-in your
ŠKODA for a new vehicle,
all you need to do is return
it to the dealership. If the
trade-in value is higher
than the Guaranteed
Future Value±, you can use
this equity towards your
new vehicle.

If you prefer to retain your
ŠKODA, simply let us
know. Provided that you
also meet the relevant
payment obligations
under your contract,
you can purchase your
vehicle outright for the
Guaranteed Future Value
amount locked in at the
start of the contract±.
Then your ŠKODA is yours
to keep. Or you can choose
to refinance your balloon
at the end of the term.

All you need to do is hand
your car back and, if the
vehicle meets the agreed
kilometre and fair wear
and tear requirements±,
you will have no more to
pay.

If you prefer to retain your
All you need to do is hand
ŠKODA, simply let us
your car back and, if the
know. Provided that you
vehicle meets the agreed
also meet the relevant
kilometre and fair wear
payment obligations
and tear requirements±,
our
visit
underGuaranteed
your contract, Future Value
you willprogram,
have no more
to https://www.skoda.com.au/finance/skoda-choice
you can purchase your
pay.
vehicle outright for the
Guaranteed Future Value
amount locked in at the
±ŠKODA Choice consists of an option to return your vehicle to ŠKODA
start of the contract±. Financial Services (SFS) ABN 20 097 071 460, Australian Credit Licence 389344, at the end of the term and requires SFS to purchase the vehicle at
an agreed price determined by SFS, known as the Guaranteed Future Value (GFV). At the end of the term, you can elect to: (1) trade-in; (2) return; or (3) retain the vehicle by paying the GFV, which is a lump sum owed to
Then your
yours
SFS at the end of the loan term after all repayments
have ŠKODA
been made.isYou
will be liable for any loan contract deficit and additional charges if you exceed the nominated kilometre allowance and/or the vehicle is not in an
acceptable condition. Available on new and to
demonstrator
vehicles
for selected models. Contact your nearest ŠKODA dealer to verify eligible vehicles for this program. Fleet, government, rental buyers, hire car and
keep. Or ŠKODA
you can
choose
chauffeur companies excluded.
to refinance your balloon
at the end of the term.

ŠKODA Choice

HOW IT WORKS

I F YO U ’ V E E NJ OY E D R E A D I N G A B O UT IT
― I M AG I N E D R I V I N G IT
CA LL U S TO A R R A N G E A TE ST D R I V E

Publication date: October 2019
Important Information:
Apple CarPlay® is a registered trade mark of Apple Inc. Android Auto™ is a registered trade
mark of Google Inc. Bluetooth® is a registered trade mark of Bluetooth SIG Inc.
ŠKODA is distributed by Volkswagen Group Australia Pty Ltd (ABN 14 093 117 876) trading
as ŠKODA Australia of 24 Muir Road Chullora, NSW 2190. Specifications are as planned at
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Your ŠKODA partner:

THE NEW ŠKODA

KAROQ
SPORTLINE

		SPORTSWEAR
FOR ANYWHERE
Who said an SUV has to look like one?
The new ŠKODA KAROQ SPORTLINE
proves that you can look sporty
no matter when or where.
Polished with sporty details both on the
outside and in, the car makes its athletic
ambitions known instantly. And being the
ŠKODA that it is, plenty of Simply Clever
solutions, generous space and modern
connectivity features ensure that you
can go about your chores and adventures
in total comfort.
The KAROQ SPORTLINE is yet another
example of our philosophy of making
beautifully designed cars that are as
much a joy to drive now as they were
back when we started.
That’s Simply Clever. That’s ŠKODA.

SPORTY, FROM EVERY ANGLE
The specific features such as black external side-view mirror caps, door sill covers
in both the body colour and black, black front grille frame and rear diffuser, SunSet
tinted windows and exclusive black alloy wheels, give the car a distinctive sporty look
combining the multi-purpose KAROQ design with high dynamic style.

BORROW SOME
RACING GENES
Sporty appearance meets sporty character. The KAROQ
SPORTLINE will not only attract you with its distinctive
exterior and dark tuned interior, but will also add a sporty
edge to the driving experience.
BADGE
The car features the
original SportLine badge
on both front mudguards.

STYLE AND FUNCTIONALITY
The characteristic sharply cut headlamps and fog lamps
of the KAROQ have found their way inside the SportLine
version too. The top-end option is all about LED
technology. While the black front grille frame and 18"
Mytikas or optional 19" Vega black alloy wheels give
more ferocity to the car’s expression, the agile engines
have a lot to offer in terms of a sporty driving style.
Our range includes petrol as well as diesel engines with
140 kW and 110 kW outputs, with the 140 kW output
exclusive to the 4x4 drive.

LOGO
You will also find
the original SportLine
logo on the dashboard.

INTERIOR DESIGN
The interior features sports front
seats with integrated headrests and
lumbar support. The upholstery with
ThermoFlux function, which ensures
more breathability, offers maximum
comfort in all climates. The carbon
décor in the door panelling and black
ceiling enhance the interior sports style.

COMFORT
YOU CAN TOUCH
The KAROQ SPORTLINE is ready to spoil you. The
multifunctional sports steering wheel in perforated
leather is decorated with silver stitching, which you can
also find on the front armrest. The LED ambient lights
running along the inside of the car will set the perfect
mood for any journey. In addition, you can opt for
the Digital Instrument Panel with specific graphics
for the SportLine version and Columbus navigation
system with a 9.2" display offering convenient touch
and gesture control.

ŠKODA CONNECT:
TAKE THE ONLINE
WORLD WITH YOU

PARKING POSITION
Retrieve the exact location of your car
in large car parks from anywhere, by
displaying the address, time and date
of parking on your mobile phone.

SMARTLINK+
With the SmartLink+ system
(ŠKODA Connectivity bundle
supporting MirrorLink®,
Apple CarPlay, Android Auto)
the car’s infotainment system
enables the driver to safely
use the phone while driving.
Plus, all installed applications
that are certified as safe
for vehicles are compatible
with MirrorLink®, Apple
CarPlay or Android Auto.
The SmartLink+ system
also includes the SmartGate
function. It enables you to
connect your smartphone
to the car via cable to access
interesting data about your
drive, like driving economy,
driving dynamics or service
information. (Visit our
website for usage terms
and compatibility information
for SmartLink+.)

EMERGENCY CALL
The SOS call is made automatically during
an emergency where the restraint system
has been activated. This emergency system
can also be activated manually by pressing
the red button on the roof console.

Stay connected wherever you are. Being online fully
and permanently means not only having access to
entertainment and information, but also possible assistance
while on the move. ŠKODA CONNECT is your gateway
to a world of unlimited communication possibilities.

ŠKODA CONNECT
This offer includes two categories of service. While
Infotainment Online delivers real-time information to
navigation about traffic, for example, Care Connect
focuses on help and safety, enabling remote access
and control of the vehicle. It also offers an assistance
service for any situation that needs it.

DRIVING DATA
Information about your journey, such as
average consumption, average speed,
distance and journey time, is stored. You
can display your personal driving data and
have an overview of all your trips.

WEATHER
Get the latest weather report
for your current location,
destination or anywhere
else with detailed forecasts,
including precipitation
predictions and warnings.

ONLINE TRAFFIC INFORMATION
Always take the best route:
up-to-date information gives you
a perfect overview of every trip.
It also enables you to react to new
developments, such as roadworks,
accidents and traffic jams.

IMAGE DISCLAIMER
The images presented in this catalogue (brochure) are used
for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to form part
of any contract or warranty. They display pre-series cars and
certain illustrations, features, parts and equipment may differ
from the actual production cars and from country to country.
To get the exact specification of features, parts and equipment,
please get in touch with your nearest local ŠKODA dealer.

MyŠKODA App
Get your very own personal digital companion.
Download MyŠKODA App featuring PAUL, an
interactive assistant who’s there to help you,
not only with watching over your car, but also
with managing your day.

ŠKODA Connect App
Enjoy full control of your car. Download
ŠKODA Connect and access all necessary
features anytime, whether it’s driving
data, fuel range, planning a route or even
where you last parked.

IF YOU’ VE ENJOYED READING ABOUT IT
― IMAGINE DRIVING IT

